New Titles for May 2006
A Partial Listing

The following titles are arranged by subject and LC Classification Number. If you have an interest in reviewing any of these titles please feel free to visit the Law Library. Many of the titles may be borrowed.

AFRICAN AMERICAN JUDGES--BIOGRAPHY.
   KF372 .B59 2001

ARBITRATION AND AWARD--UNITED STATES.
   KF9085 .A963 2006

BANKRUPTCY--UNITED STATES.
   KF1524 .C63

CAUSES OF ACTIONS--TEXAS.
   KFT1733 .O29 2001

CAUSES OF ACTIONS--TEXAS--PERIODICALS.
   KFT 1732 O36 2006

CITIES AND TOWNS--UNITED STATES--GROWTH.
   HT384.U5 U75 2006

CONSUMER CREDIT--LAW AND LEGISLATION--UNITED STATES--POPULAR WORKS.
   KF1524.6 .A43 2006

DEBTOR AND CREDITOR--UNITED STATES.
   KF1501.Z9 E67 2005
GAMBLING ON INDIAN RESERVATIONS--LAW AND LEGISLATION--UNITED STATES.

GOVERNMENT CONTRACTORS--UNITED STATES.

GOVERNMENT, RESISTANCE TO--HISTORY.

INDIGENOUS PEOPLES--LEGAL STATUS, LAWS, ETC.--HISTORY.

LABOR LAWS AND LEGISLATION--UNITED STATES--POPULAR WORKS.

LAW--LANGUAGE.

PERSONALITY (LAW).

POLITICAL CULTURE--UNITED STATES.
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